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Abstract: The a7Cl(d, 3He)36S and 39K(d, 3He)3SAr reactions have been studied at a bombarding 
energy of 28.9 MeV. The results are compared with theoretical calculations for two or four 
holes in the sd-shell. The three-hole spectrum of 37C] is also briefly discussed. In the calculation 
for 3SAr, additional states of a two-particle four-hole nature are included. In 3SAr, the ground 
state and levels at 2.166 and 7.14 MeV are excited principally by l = 2 transfer, while transitions 
with appreciable l = 0 strength are observed to levels at 3.935, 4.569, 5.158 and 5.563 MeV. 
This fragmentation is quite well reproduced by the inclusion of the 2p-4h states. In particular 
the level at 3,935 MeV is largely of this type, a conclusion supported by both the spectroscopic 
factors and ~ transition rates. The 36S ground state and levels at 6.511 and 7.12 MeV in 36S 
have angular distributions characteristic of l = 2. Three transitions with l = 0 strength are 
observed to levels at 3.295, 4.523 and 4.577 MeV in this nucleus. An additional level was 
identified at 7.71 MeV but the/-transfer could not be determined. The data are only qualitatively 
reproduced by the four-hole calculation, which while useful in making probable j r  assignments, 
suggests that core excitation is important here also. 
E NUCLEAR REACTIONS aTCl, 39K(d, aHe), E = 28.9 MeV; measured Q, a(Esnc, 0). [ 
36S, 3aAr deduced levels, lp, J, zr, S. Enriched 37C1 target. I 
1. In troduct ion  
The N = 20 nuclei 36S and 3SAr are interesting f rom the poin t  o f  view of  the shell 
model .  In  the simFlest description,  the low-lying, posi t ive-pari ty states o f  these nuclei 
can be imagined to result f rom the coupl ing o f  either two or four  p ro ton  holes in the 
2s- ld  shell. The study of  their  level structure might  therefore be expected to yield 
in fo rmat ion  regarding the success o f  the simple shell mode l  in the upper  par t  o f  the 
2s - ld  shell and the extent to which excitations of  the 4°Ca core must  be taken into 
account .  
Several levels in 365 have been detected in a study of  the 34S(t, p)36S reaction,  
and the spectrum of  3SAr has been the subject o f  man3r exper imental  investigations 1). 
However ,  at the t ime the present  work  was begun,  compar i son  between theory  and 
exper iment  had  been difficult because o f  the scarcity o f  exper imental  in format ion  re- 
garding the configurat ions o f  the levels observed.  We have studied the 3-Cl(d,  3He)36S 
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and 39K(d, aHe)3SAr reactions in order to identify the levels in 36S and 3SAr 
which arise principally from 2s-ld configurations and to obtain spectroscopic in- 
formation which can be used as a basis for detailed comparison with shell model 
calculations. 
The (d, 3He) reaction is particularly suitable for this purpose since one expects 
most of the two-hole and four-hole configurations of interest to have an appreciable 
overlap with the removal of a proton from the respective target ground states. Also, 
(d, 3He) cross sections, when compared with distorted-wave predictions, have 
proved able to indicate satisfactorily the transferred orbital angular momentum and 
generally appear to provide reliable spectroscopic factors within the usual uncer- 
tainties and ambiguities associated with current distorted-wave analyses. 
Preliminary results of the 36S experiment were reported previously 2). Recently 
other investigations of the 37CI(d, 3He)36S reaction 3) and the 39(d, 3He)3SAr 
reaction 4) have been reported. 
In sect. 5 we compare our results and those of other relevant experiments with a 
shell-model calculation for 36S, 37C1 and 3SAr taking as a basis the Ida, 2s½, and ld~ 
single-particle levels. In the case of 3SAr core excitations of the type (lf~)2(2s, l d ) -#  
are included and found to improve agreement between theory and experiment. 
2. Experimental procedure 
The experiments were performed with 28.9 MeV deuterons from The University 
of Michigan 83-inch cyclotron. A preliminary investigation of the 39K(d, 3He)3SAr 
reaction was also made 5) at 21.1 MeV, but only the results at the higher bombarding 
energy are reported here. 
The targets were prepared by vacuum evaporation onto thin carbon backings of 
KI, with the natural abundance (93.1 70) of 39K, and NaC1 enriched to 99.3 ~ in 
37C1. The thickness of the chlorine target was determined in two ways. First, the 
energy lost by 8.785 MeV ~t-particles in the target was measured and the areal density 
of 37C1 calculated under the assumption that the chemical composition of the target 
material (NaC1) was unchanged by the evaporation process. A second value was 
deduced from a measurement of the yield of deuterons elastically scattered from the 
chlorine component of the target in the angular range 24-32 ° , corresponding to the 
position of the secondary maximum in the elastic scattering differential cross section. 
The measured yield was then compared with the differential cross section predicted 
by the optical-model parameters used in the distorted-wave analysis. The results of 
the two measurements agreed within 10 70 and yielded an average value of 90 #g/cm 2 
for the areal density of 37C1 in the target. 
The procedures described above were also used to measure the thickness of the 
potassium target, but an additional measurement was made at the conclusion of the 
experiment. The material on a measured area of the target was dissolved in 2 ml of 
water and the concentration of potassium ions in the resulting solution was measured 
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with an absorption spectrophotometer at The University of  Michigan School of  
Public Health. The three determinations gave an average value of 130/~g/cm 2 of  
potassium with deviations of less than -t- 10 ~o from this value. 
The probable uncertainty in the overall normalization due to uncertainties in 
~7Cl(d,3He)36 S 
E d- 28.9 MeV 
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Fig. 1. Spect rum o f  3I-[e particles emit ted  at  0lab = 19 ° f rom the Na37CI target,  obta ined  with the 
counte r  telescope (upper  ha l f  o f  figure) and  the  magne t ic  spect rograph (below). The  spect rograph 
spec t rum is a composi te  o f  over lapping exposures.  No te  tha t  the  por t ion  o f  this spec t rum to the  
left o f  the  vertical scale ma rke r  at  ESn * = 20.1 MeV was taken  with a tripled beam exposure and 
is plot ted with the  vertical scale expanded  by a factor  o f  two. A p p a r e n t  intensit ies are therefore 
magnif ied by a factor o f  six relative to the  remainder  o f  the  spect rum.  
target thickness and other factors is estimated to be +__ 15 ~o and + 20 ~o, respectively, 
for the 37C1 and 39K experiments. 
Three methods were used to take the data. Except at forward angles, a A E - E  
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counter telescope was used to measure transitions to the ground state and the 3.295 
MeV level in 36S. The AE and E counters were surface-barrier detectors with nominal 
thicknesses of 100 and 500 #m respectively. The signals from the two counters were 
fed into a pulse multiplier and a 1024-channel analyser was gated whenever the 
multiplier output fell within the range corresponding to 3He ions. For these events 
the summed E + A E  signal was analysed. The resolution obtained with the counter 
telescope was about l l 0 k e V  FWHM. 
All other measurements were made with the first magnet of the three-stage magnetic 
spectrograph 6), as the better resolution and reduced background possible with 
magnetic analysis made it possible to identify much weaker transitions. At reaction 
angles greater than 12 °, the 3He ions were usually detected in nuclear emulsion 
placed at the image surface of the spectrograph. The emulsions were Ilford type K0, 
100 pm in thickness. An aluminum absorber was placed in front of the plates to 
eliminate 0t-particles and to reduce the energy of the 3He ions to the point at which 
they stopped in the emulsion. The 3He tracks could then be easily distinguished, on 
the basis of their greater density, from those due to protons and deuterons with 
the same magnetic rigidity. 
A spectrum obtained with the magnetic spectrograph for the 37C1(d, 3He)36S 
reaction is shown in the lower half of fig. 1. A spectrum taken at the same angle 
with the counter telescope is shown for comparison in the upper half of the figure. 
Groups corresponding to levels in 36S are labeled with excitation energies measured 
with the magnetic spectrograph. The doublet at 4.523 and 4.577 MeV in 36S was not 
resolved in our preliminary work and was reported as a single level at 4.57 MeV 
in ref. 2). 
A typical spectrum obtained with the spectrograph for the 39K(d, aHe)3SAr 
reaction is shown in fig. 2. Although several weak lines were observed from the 
127I and 41K constituents of the target, their intensities were an order of magnitude 
less than those of the transitions to 38Ar for which angular distributions were 
measured. 
The resolution obtained with the spectrograph was limited by target thickness to 
about  25 keV and 50 keV FWHM, respectively, for the 37C1 and potassium targets. 
At reaction angles less than about 12 ° neither of the above procedures was satis- 
factory because of the high counting rate in the counter telescope due to elastic 
scattering and the presence of an intense background of low-energy deuterons at the 
image surface of the spectrograph. This background presumably arose from slit 
scattering and consisted of deuterons with approximately the same magnetic rigidity 
and range as the 3He ions of  interest. 
Since forward-angle data are important in obtaining accurate spectroscopic in- 
formation from the (d, 3He) reaction, a technique was developed which allowed 
measurements to be made at laboratory angles greater than about 2.5 ° . Slit scattering 
was reduced as much as possible by removing the beam-defining slits in the scattering 
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definition and energy analysis were performed by a slit placed at the intermediate 
image between the two beam-preparat ion magnets 6). Even with these precautions, 
however, the deuteron intensity at the most  forward angles often exceeded that of  
the aHe ions by several orders of  magnitude, making impossible an accurate count 
of  3He tracks in nuclear emulsions. Under these conditions, cross sections were 
measured with a position-sensitive detector placed at the image surface of  the mag- 
netic spectrograph. The detector used had an active area of  14 m m x  50 m m  and 
a depletion depth of 240/~m. An aluminum absorber was used to maximize the 
energy loss of  3He ions in the detector. Since the 50 m m  width allowed no more than 
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Fig. 3. Pulse-height spectrum representing energy deposited (E) and the corresponding position 
spectrum (E× X) gated for SHe particles, obtained with a position-sensitive detector placed on the 
image surface of the magnetic spectrograph. The two peaks in the position spectrum represent 
transitions to levels at 4.523 and 4.577 MeV in 36S, observed at 0~=b = 10 °. 
about  500 keY of  the spectrum to be covered in one exposure, transitions to single 
levels were usually recorded individually. For  a given event, the output f rom the 
detector consisted of  two sigfials, one proportional  to the energy lost by the particle 
in the detector (E), and the other proportional  to the product of  E and the lateral 
position (X) at which the event occurred. By analysing only E x  X events for which 
the E signal exceeded the maximum deuteron energy it was possible to reduce the 
background to negligible levels. This procedure is illustrated in fig. 3, which shows 
an ungated E spectrum on the left and on the right the corresponding gated E x X 
spectrum for the transitions to the 4.523--4.577 MeV doublet in 36S, taken at 0,ab ---- 10 °- 
Forward-angle data were taken with the Faraday cup removed from its normal  
position in order to allow the 3He ions to enter the magnetic spectrograph. The beam 
exposures for forward-angle runs were determined by monitoring the elastic scattering 
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from the target with a surface-barrier counter placed in the scattering chamber. 
The ratio of monitor events to beam exposure was checked periodically and always 
found to be constant within a few percent for any given set of runs. 
Approximate Q-values were determined from the positions of the peaks in the 
spectrograph spectra and knowledge of the dispersion and momentum-versus-field 
relationship of the magnetic spectrograph. The excitation energy of each state was 
then determined more precisely by setting the magnetic field of the spectrograph to 
the value which would place the group corresponding to each of the preliminary 
Q-values at the center of the image surface. Small corrections to the excitation 
energies could then be made by observing the position of each group relative to that 
of the ground state. This procedure was calibrated by measuring the transitions 
to the levels 1) at 1.809, 2.938, 3.940, 5.485 and 6.127 MeV in 26Mg via the 
27Al(d, 3He)26Mg reaction, using the precisely determined excitation energies given 
in ref. 1). The estimated uncertainties in the measured excitation energies range from 
_ 10 keV, for levels below 6 MeV excitation in 3SAr and 36S, up to -t-25 keV for 
levels at higher excitation energies. 
3. Distorted-wave analysis 
Spectroscopic information was determined by comparing the measured angular 
distributions with non-local, finite-range distorted-wave predictions. The calculations 
were made with a version of the code DWUCK 7), modified for use with The Uni- 
versity of Michigan IBM 360/67 computer. 
3.1. SPECTROSCOPIC FACTORS 
Spectroscopic strengths C2S were obtained from the relation 
da (mb/sr) = 29.5 E r2~ a,j(0_) 
d--~ t, j " ~'u 2j + 1 ' 
in which tru(O ) is the reduced cross section computed with DWUCK for pickup 
from the orbital (lj), S U is the conventional spectroscopic factor s), and C is the 
isospin-conserving Clebsch-Gordan coefficient 
C = <TI½, mo+½1-½1Tolmo> 
with To and T, respectively, the isospins of the initial and final states, and To = Mo = 
½ ( N - Z )  of the target. 
The factor 29.5 reflects the normalization chosen for DWUCK and includes 
approximation (b) of Bassel for the overlap between the d + p  and 3He systems 9). 
For targets with spin Jo # 0 as in the present cases, the sum in the expression for 
the cross section extends in principle over values of (lj) which conserve parity and can 
couple with Jo to the final spin J. 
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3.2. OPTICAL POTENTIALS 
The optical potentials employed in the analysis were of  the general form 
U(r) = - Vo f ( x ) -  i[Wo f ( x ' ) -  4WD(d /dx ' ) f ( x ' ) ]  
+ (h/m. c)2(VJr)/• a(d/dr)f(x) + Oc(r) 
where f (x)  is (1 +eX) -1, x i s  ( r - roA~r ) /a ,  x '  is ( r - r ~ A * ) / a  ' and Uc(r ) is the Coulomb 
potential due to a uniformly charged sphere of  radius rc A~. 
The parameters which were used are listed in table 1. The deuteron parameters 
were taken f rom the Z-  and A-dependent average set obtained by Newman et al. 1 o) 
in a study of 34.4 MeV deuteron elastic scattering from a range of light and inter- 
mediate nuclei. Although these parameters are appropriate for a higher bombarding 
energy than that  of  the present experiments, the lack of knowledge of the l~roper 
3He potential is perhaps of  greater concern. As there are ne SHe elastic scattering 
data available for aSAr and 36S, we have taken the potential used by Gibson et al. 11) 
to fit the elastic scattering f rom 4°Ca at 3He energies ranging from 22 to 64.3 MeV. 
This combination of potentials, although certainly not the opt imum one, does yield 
distorted-wave predictions in rather good agreement with the shapes of  the experi- 
mental (d, 3He) angular distributions. 
TABLE 1 
Parameters used in the distorted-wave analysis 
Iio ro a IFo V/D r'o a" Vs rc 
(MeV) (fin) (fro) (MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (fln) 
d(aTC1) 95.9 1.065 0.814 0.0 11.66 1.36 0.750 7.0 1.30 
d(a6K) 95.2 1.067 0.814 0.0 11.83 1.325 0.754 7.0 1.30 
SHe 178.0 1.14 0.723 15.3 0,0 1.64 0.91 0.0 1.40 
p a) 1.20 0.65 b) 1.25 
a) Adjusted to give a binding energy of (5.49-Q) MeV. 
b) Spin-orbit strength was 25 times the Thomas term. 
3.3. BOUND-STATE FUNCTION 
The wave function for the transferred proton was taken to be the eigenfunction of 
a Saxon-Woods potential with the depth adjusted to give binding equal to the sep- 
aration energy, i.e., 5.49 MeV - Q for the (d, 3He) reaction. 
Since the magnitudes (but not the shapes) of the predicted cross sections are quite 
sensitive to the geometrical parameters assumed for the binding potential, uncer- 
tainties in these parameters are a major  source of ambiguity in the overall normaliza- 
tion of spectroscopic factors obtained f rom distorted-wave calculations. The 
spectroscopic factors which we compare with theory were obtained with the radius 
and diffuseness parameters taken to be r 0 = 1.20 fm and a = 0.65 fm respectively. The 
Coulomb potential used in the bound-state calculation was that of a uniformly charged 
sphere of  radius 1.25,4 ~ fm. These values have been used in the analysis of  other 
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single-nucleon transfer experiments in the region around A = 40 and for the most 
part have yielded spectroscopic factors in reasonable agreement with expectations 
for stripping and pickup from doubly magic targets 12, is). 
Spin-orbit coupling 25 times the Thomas term was included in the binding potential. 
The spin-orbit term has little influence upon the shapes of the predicted angular 
distributions in the angular range covered by the data. Its major effect is to decrease 
(for j = l - ½ )  or increase (for j = l+½) the predicted cross section relative to the 
result without spin-orbit coupling, if in each case the assumed binding energy is the 
same. For  most of  the 1 = 2 transitions encountered in the present experiments, 
pickup from either or both of the two 1 d orbitals is in principle a possibility, depending 
upon the spin of the residual state. In these cases the value o f j  assumed in the analysis 
has an important bearing upon the resulting spectroscopic factor. For  example, the 
value C2S = 0.19 obtained assuming l = 2, j = ~ for the transition to the level at 
6.51 MeV in a6S is only about 6 8 ~  of  the result for l = 2 , j  = ½. The decision as to 
which value o f j  to assume in the analysis was based primarily upon the excitation 
energy of the particular level in question and the expectation that states with ap- 
preciablej  = i strength lie at about 6 MeV or higher in ass and 3SAr. 
3.4. CORRECTIONS FOR FINITE RANGE AND NON-LOCALITY 
The distorted-wave calculations employed first-order corrections for finite range 
and non-locality calculated in the local energy approximation 14). These corrections 
appear as radial damping factors applied to the distorted waves and the form factor 
of the usual local, zero-range (L/ZR) calculation, and have the effect of  reducing the 
relative contributions from the nuclear interior. The application of  the local-energy- 
approximation corrections to the (d, aHe) reaction has been discussed elsewhere xa). 
The finite-range correction factor used in D W U C K  has the form 
W(r) = [1 +X(r)]  -1, 
where for the (d, 3He) reaction 
X(r) = (R2MdMp/2h2MHe)[UHe(r) - Up(r ) -  Ud(r)--Sne ]. 
Here Mi is the mass of particle i expressed in appropriate units, Ul(r) is the cor- 
responding optical potential (for the proton, the binding potential), SH. is the sep- 
aration energy of the proton from aHe, and R is the range parameter as defined in 
ref. 9), from which we take the value 1.54 fm for the (d, 3He) reaction or its inverse. 
The approximation is most valid when the quantity X(r) is small compared to unity, 
a condition which is satisfied when UHc ~ Ud+ Up as is the case for the potentials 
used here. 
The correction factor for non-locality is of  the form 
[ 1 N,(r)= 1 2h 2 
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where fl~ is the non-locality range parameter, M i the mass, and Ui(r) the equivalent 
local optical potential for particle i. 
In principle three such factors enter the transition matrix element, one each for 
the incoming and outgoing optical channels, and one for the bound-state function. 
However it has been suggested 13,1 s) that in view of our present lack of knowledge 
of the energy dependence of the shell-model potential it may be more appropriate 
to apply these corrections only to the scattering functions, for which an estimate of 
the range parameter fl~ may be deduced from the observed energy dependence of the 
corresponding optical potential. For  this reason we have chosen to omit the non- 
locality correction for the bound state. Had we included it, the result would be a 
nearly uniform reduction of  approximately 25 % in the resulting spectroscopic 
factors. For  the deuteron and 3He optical channels we used fld = 0.54 fm and 
fine = 0.3 fm respectively. 
The results of the non-local, finite-range (NL/FR)  calculations were compared 
with L/ZR predictions for transitions representative of  the range of Q-values and 
/-transfers which were observed. As has been noted in previous studies of the (d, aHe) 
reaction l a, 16), the differences in shape between the N L/F R  and L/ZR angular dis- 
tributions are small, at least in the angular range containing the first two or three 
oscillations. The main difference between the two types of calculation is that the 
L/ZR reduced cross sections are smaller in magnitude and would consequently lead to 
spectroscopic factors increased by some 20-30 ~ over the N L/F R  values. 
4. Experimental results 
4.1. LEVELS I N  aSAr 
The angular distributions measured for transitions to levels in 3SAr are shown in 
figs. 4 and 5. The solid and dashed curves are distorted-wave predictions for the 
/-transfers indicated in the figures. The angular distributions are labeled with the 
excitation energies measured in the present experiment and in some cases differ 
slightly, within the estimated experimental uncertainties, from the very precise 
values given in ref. 1). 
The transitions to the ground state, the first 2 + state at 2.166 MeV, and a level at 
7.14 MeV display predominantly l = 2 characteristics, as can be seen in fig. 4. 
For the ground state and the 2.166 MeV level we obtain a combined C252(d~) of  
3.03, close to the simple sbell-model expectation of  3.00 for formation of the 0 + and 
2 + members of the (d~) -2 configuration. While the transferred angular momentum 
for the ground state transition is limited to l = 2 and j = ½ by angular momentum 
and parity selection rules, the ½+ --, 2 + transition to the 2.166 MeV level may proceed 
as well by s~r pickup, and a small l = 0 component is predicted by structure calculations 
(see sect. 5 or, e.g., ref. 17). The tendency of  the angular distribution for this state 
to rise above the pure l = 2 prediction at forward angles suggests the possibility of 
such an admixture. The dashed curve in fig. 4 represents a mixture of  1 = 0 and 
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l = 2 with the coefficients determined by a least-squares fitting procedure. The 
resulting improvement in the fit to the data is probably significant, although the 
l = 0 strength which must be added to reproduce the forward-angle data is small 
and sensitive to possible discrepancies between the calculated and experimental 
cross sections for a pure l = 2 transition. I t  is probably safe to conclude that an 
l = 0 component  is present, with a spectroscopic factor less than 0.1. 
5 
39K(d, 3He) 3BAr 
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Fig. 4. Angu la r  dis t r ibut ions with p redominan t ly  l = 2 characterist ics measured  for the  39K(d, 3He) 
3SAr reaction.  The  solid curves are distorted-wave predict ions for l = 2. The  dashed  curve is a 
predict ion for  mixed  l = 0 and  2 as discussed in the  text.  
Since the 7.14 MeV level is at approximately the location expected for states of  the 
(d~)- l(d~) - 1 configuration and the d~ strength has been exhausted, the transition 
to this state was analysed assuming pickup from the d~ orbital. With the exception 
of  the state at 3.935 MeV, discussed below, no additional levels were excited with 
appreciable l = 2 strength up to 8.25 MeV excitation. 
Four  levels were excited with appreciable l = 0 strength t. The angular distri- 
butions are shown in fig. 5. Selection rules permit l = 2 admixtures in these pre- 
dominantly l -- 0 transitions, but only the angular distribution for the 3.935 MeV 
level shows clear evidence of / -mixing.  The minimum at about  13 ° is significantly 
t We  take  this  oppor tun i ty  to correct  an  error  in  ref. ~), in which an  addi t ional  1 = 0 t ransi t ion 
to a level at  4.72 MeV was er roneously  reported.  A level at  4.72 MeV has  therefore been listed in- 
correctly as (1, 2) + in ref. 1). 
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shallower than in the angular distributions for the 4.569, 5.158, and 5.563 MeV levels, 
and the prediction for pure I = 0 (solid curve) falls well below the secondary maximum 
at 19 ° when normalized to the data forward of 10 °. The dashed curve, which represents 
a mixture of l = 0 (C2So = 0.16) and l = 2 (C2S2 = 0.17), is in much better agree- 
ment with the data. It was obtained assuming that the angular distribution for the 
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Fig. 5. Angular  distributions with predominantly l = 0 characteristics measured for the 39K(d, 3He) 
3SAt reaction. The solid curves are distorted-wave predictions for I = 0. The dashed curves represent 
l = 0 and 2 mixtures discussed in the text. 
theoretical l -- 0 reduced cross section results in a somewhat poorer fit to the data 
but essentially the same spectroscopic factors. The l = 0 strength is increased from 
0.16 to 0.17 and the l = 2 strength is increased from 0.17 to 0.22. 
The angular distributions measured for the remaining levels at 4.569, 5.158 and 
5.563 MeV are virtually identical in shape and are in good agreement with the pure 
l = 0 predictions shown in the figure, although the minima observed at 13 ° and 28 ° 
are not as deep as predicted. The effect of an l = 2 admixture, in the proportion 
C2S2 = 0.5 C2So, is illustrated by the dashed curve drawn through the angular 
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distribution for the 4.569 MeV level. While the depth of  the 13 ° minimum is re- 
produced by this mixture, the discrepancy at the second minimum remains and the 
relative intensities of  the three observed maxima are no longer correctly predicted. 
I t  therefore seems likely that these three levels are populated by rather pure l = 0 
transitions, although small l = 2 admixtures (probably less than 15 ~o of  the total 
strength) cannot be excluded. 
Although there were indications in the spectrum e f  weak transitions to some of  
the known 1) negative-parity states in 3BAr, none were observed at enough angles to 
allow clear identification in the presence of many  weak groups f rom the 127I and 
41K constituents in the target. These states would most  likely be observed by 1 = 3 
pickup from particle-hole admixtures of  the type (ft)2(sd)-3 in the a 9 K ground state. 
Where possible, estimates were made of the maximum possible l = 3 strength which 
could be attributed to each of the known levels. The results are listed in table 2. 
TABLE 2 
Estimated upper  limits for l = 3 transfer to negative-parity states in aaAr 
Ex ") jz, C~$3 (max) 
3.810 3 - 0.04 
4.480 4- 0.04 
4.566 (2-) not resolved 
4.585 5- not resolved 
4.877 3- 0.09 
5.513 (3-) not resolved 
5.658 5- 0.16 
6.209 4- 0.08 
6.601 4- 0.08 
6.673 (5-) 0.02 
~) Excitation energies and spin and parity assignments taken from ref. 1). 
Only for the case of  the 5-  level at 5.658 MeV did the upper limit to C2Sa exceed 
0.1; in most  cases the actual value is likely to be somewhat less than the estimated 
upper limit. The 0 + state at 3.377 MeV 1), which is probably of  a core-excited nature, 
was also not excited with detectable strength (for l = 2 pickup, C2S < 0.01). Thus 
the results of  the present experiment are consistent with the interpretation of the 
a 9 K ground state as a rather pure d~ hole state, with the likelihood of a small but non- 
zero particle-hole component.  
The experimental results for aSAr are summarized in table 3. Also given in the 
table are the spectroscopic strengths measured in a study of the agK(d, aHe)aaAr 
reaction at 34.5 MeV 4), together with excitation energies and spin-parity assignments 
taken f rom the compilation of  Endt and Van der Leun 1). Additional levels listed in 
ref. 1) but not observed in the (d, 3He) experiments have been omitted. Although the 
(1, 2) + level determined in the present experiment to be at 4.569-t-0.010 MeV lies 
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conflicting parity assignments and other considerations to be discussed in sect. 5 that 
two levels exist at about this energy. 
The agreement between the spectroscopic strengths measured in the present 
experiment and those reported in the 34.5 MeV (d, aHe) study of  Wildenthal and 
Newman *) is fairly good. The only significant difference is in the relative strengths 
attributed to the two observed/-transfers. As only relative cross sections were measured 
in the 34.5 MeV experiment, the spectroscopic factors were normalized by setting the 
total observed l = 0 strength equal to the sum rule limit of  2.00. The value obtained 
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Fig. 6. Angular distributions with l = 2 charac- 
3 7  ~ 36 teristics measured for the Cl(d, He) S reaction. 
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Fig. 7. Angular distributions with l = 0 char- 
acteristics measured for the 3~Cl(d, aHe)a6S 
reaction. The solid curves are d~torted-wave 
predictions. 
for this total in the present study is 1.56. Renormalization of the spectroscopic 
factors of  ref. *) to bring accord with this smaller total would produce excellent 
agreement, on a level-by-level basis, for the l = 0 transitions, but would result in 
l -- 2 strengths approximately 15-25 Yo less than our values. 
4.2. LEVELS IN a6S 
Three l = 2 transitions were observed to levels in a6S. The angular distributions 
are shown in fig. 6. The ground state transition is limited by angular momentum and 
parity selection rules to l = 2 and j = ½. The spectroscopic factor is 1.06, approx- 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































510 w.s. ORAY et al. 
are therefore probably d t  hole states, and the reduced cross sections for these levels 
were computed assuming pickup from that orbital. Another level at 7.71 MeV was 
excited too weakly to allow the transferred angular momentum to be determined. 
The sum of  the spectroscopic factors for the 6.511 and 7.12 MeV levels is 0.63, 
well under the sum rule limit of  6.00 for d~ pickup. Thus, as was the case for 3SAr, 
most of the d t  strength was not observed. 
The angular distributions for 1 = 0 transitions to levels at 3.295, 4.523 and 4.577 
MeV are shown in fig. 7. These three have a combined C2So of 1.86, compared with 
the sum rule limit of 2.00. 
In table 4 the results of the 37C1(d, 3He)36S experiment are compared with the 
results of  a study 3) of the same reaction at 23.35 MeV which has appeared subsequent 
to our preliminary report of the experiment 2). Additional levels observed in the 
34S(t, p)36S reaction 1) are included for the sake of  completeness. The levels at 
4.523 and 4.577 MeV were unresolved in the 23.35 MeV experiment and can be 
identified with the group reported at 4.58 MeV. The strengths which were reported 
for the ground state, the level at 3.295 MeV, and the 4.5 MeV doublet have similar 
relative values but on the average are approximately 30 ~o greater than the values 
measured in the present study. This difference in normalization might be expected, 
since the NL/F R  distorted-wave calculations we have used lead to spectroscopic 
factors which are approximately 25 ~o less than would be obtained with L/ZR 
calculations of the type used in ref. ~). 
The authors of ref. 3) have suggested, apparently on the basis of the spectroscopic 
factor, that the level observed by them at 6.60_+0.04 MeV should be identified with 
our 7.12 MeV level, which we reported at 7.11 _+0.02 MeV in ref. 2). However we 
feel it is much more likely to correspond to the level at 6.511 MeV. Although the 
strength which they report for the 6.6 MeV level is more than a factor of four greater 
than we obtain for the 6.511 MeV level, the cross-section data which they measure 
for this weakly excited state have large errors and the spectroscopic factor is likely 
to be rather uncertain. Moreover, we note that the excitation energy of  6.60 MeV 
is based upon an energy calibration for the aSCl(d, aHe)34S reaction 3) which in 
approximately this range of Q-values yields excitation energies in 34S that are con- 
sistently 50-80 keV higher than those measured in another study is) of the same 
reaction. This calibration, if corrected to agree with the excitation energies of ref. is), 
would lead to approximately our measured value of 6.51 MeV. 
5. Discussion 
5.1. SHELL-MODEL CALCULATION 
We have performed a shell-model calculation for 38Ar, 37C1, and 36S, considered 
as two, three, and four proton holes in the closed 2s- ld  shell. The calculation was 
performed in the SU3 coupling scheme, afterwards transforming to the more phy- 
sical j - j  scheme. We have used the fractional parentage coefficients of Akiyama 19), 
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the SU3 Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of  Vergados 2 0), and the spin-isospin fractional 
parentage coefficients of  Jahn and Van Wieringen 21). 
For  the single-hole energies, we take the results f rom the 4°Ca(d, aHe)agK re- 
action la), which suggest a pure d~ hole for the ground state of  agK and a d~-s~ 
splitting of  2.7 MeV. As was pointed out in sect. 4, the present experiment also 
suggests a rather pure (d~)-1 configuration for the a gK ground state. The authors 
of  ref. 13) estimate 6.6 MeV as a lower limit for the d~-d t splitting, since not all of  
the d~ strength has been observed. We shall take a value of 7.5 MeV for this splitting 
in order to get approximately the correct energy for the d~ hole states observed in 
the present experiment. 
We have taken a Yukawa interaction with a general exchange mixture 
Vo(W + MP:,- HP, + BP,)(e- pip), 
where p -- Ir 1 -r2[/a and the range parameter  a is taken to be 1.37 fm. The relevant 
exchange parameters  V at, V aa and x are defined by 
V al = V o ( W + M - H - B ) ,  V as= V o ( W - M - H + B ) ,  and x =  Vaa/V al. 
Oscillator wave functions were used with ~/mco/h = 0.52 fm-1 .  In order to determine 
approximately the parameters of  our interaction we have varied V al and x (from 
- 1  to + 1), demanding that we do not get too much binding in the ground states 
of  either aSAr or aTCl and that the 2 + - 0  + splitting in 3SAr be >__ 1.6 MeV. (The 
experimental value is 2.2 MeV.) These conditions allow values of  V al ~ - 4 0  to - 5 0  
MeV with x ~ - 1. We have therefore fixed V al at - 4 5  MeV and x at - 1. We have 
compared the Yukawa results with those obtained using the Kuo matrix elements 22) 
which were calculated using realistic forces with corrections appropriate to the 
16 O core. They give reasonable results at the beginning of the 2s - ld  shell and we shall 
see that  even at the end they generally give quite good answers. For  the Coulomb- 
interaction energies of  two, three, and four proton holes we have used 0.37, 1.04, 
and 1.87 MeV respectively, deduced f rom Coulomb-energy systematics. 
5.2. T W O - H O L E  C A L C U L A T I O N  F O R  aaAr 
The spectra obtained with the two potentials are shown in fig. 8. The spectroscopic 
factors calculated for the Yukawa case are compared with our experimental values in 
table 5. The gamma transition rates calculated with this potential are compared with 
experiment in table 6. Similar values result for the Kuo case. The spectroscopic 
factors for the ground 0+ and the first excited 2 + states are reasonable. However, 
the predicted C2So for the 2 + state is much too large to be identified with the 3.94 
MeV level. Also the predicted 2~ -~ 2~" B(M1 ) is an order of  magnitude greater than 
the experimental value. A large discrepancy has also been noted in ref. 2a). For  the 
E2 transitions in table 6 we have used a proton effective charge ep of 1.5. This results 
in too large a B(E2) value for the 21 + ~ 0+ transition and a smaller value may be more 
appropriate,  since a coherent summation over all the terms is involved. The 1 + and 
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second theoretical Oi states are given at rather different energies by the two potentials, 
reflecting differences in the diagonal (d+)(s+) and (s:)’ matrix elements. The 1 + level 
is expected to have a large C’S,, and the most likely candidate for this assignment is 
the level at 5.56 MeV excitation energy. The predictions are either too low (for the 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the experimentally determined positive-parity levels of j*Ar with the pre- 
dictions of the three calculations discussed in the text. The vertical scale represents the absolute 
interaction energies. On this scale the ground state energy is 2[B.E.(3gK)-B.E.(40Ca)]- [B.E.(38Ar) 
-B.E.(*‘Ca)J, where the experimental values of B.E.(39K) and B.E.(40Ca) have been used. 
level by adjustment of V33 and taking reasonable values of Y3r leads to approxi- 
mately 1 MeV too much binding in the ground state of 3 ‘Cl. Moinester and Alford 24), 
using the 37Cl(3He, d)38Ar reaction, find a level at 6.62 MeV with 1 = (2) transfer 
which is not observed in the (d, “He) reaction. They suggest this may correspond to 










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STRUCTURE OF 36S AND 3SAt 515 
The low-lying states all have more than 85 ~ of the ma jo r j - j  coupled configurations, 
but the d+ configurations have a significant effect on the energies, particularly for 
J = 0. Of  the states belonging largely to the (d~)-*(dt)  -x configuration, the 4 + 
lies lowest at ,,~ 8 MeV excitation energy and the other three levels with d ~ = 1 +-3 + 
lie some 2 MeV higher. These states all have C2S2 g ¼(2J+ 1), much larger, than the 
experimental value of 0.40 for the level at 7.14 MeV. However, at this excitation 
energy we would expect to find a large number  of  particle-hole states and presumably 
considerable mixing occurs. Our value for the d c d  ~ splitting therefore seems reas- 
onable. 
Excitations of  the 4°Ca core are clearly important,  since starting with the 0 + 
state at 3.38 MeV we have more levels than can be explained with a simple two-hole 
basis. In the following section we discuss an extended calculation in which core- 
excited states are included. 
5.3. CORE EXCITATION IN aSAr 
Making use of the relevant binding energies and the monopole particle-hole inter- 
action of Zamick 25), the weak-coupling model predicts for the most  favorable core 
excitation a state with two particles coupled to T = 1 and four holes coupled to 
T = 0. This lies at 3.2 MeV excitation energy. 
For  the purpose of estimating the effects of  core excitation we shall consider the 
ground and first excited states of  +2Ca to be described by (f~)2 coupled to J = 0 and 2 
respectively. (We shall ignore the 0.4 MeV depression of  the two-particle states found 
by Gerace and Green 26) when four-particle two-hole (4p-2h) states are also in- 
cluded.) For  the ground and first excited states of  the four-hole, T = 0 system we 
shall take configurations which represent over 85 Yo of the wave function according 
to Glaudemans et aL, 7). Accordingly we define three core-excited states 
f 2 d -+ A -- {( {)s=o( {)s=o}s=o, 
T = I  T = 0  T = I  
f 2 d -+ - -  {(
T = I  T = 0  T--~I 
C = 0.78{(ft)~= o (dt  seniority 2)j-~2 }s = 2 - 0.62{(ft)~ = 0 [ (d t )72 t ( s t ) -  t ] j  = 2 }, = 2. 
T = I  T = 0  T = *  T = I  T = ~  T = 0  T = I  
These states contain no spurious center-of-mass motion. We have used the relevant 
experimental binding and excitation energies and calculated the particle-hole inter- 
action using the matrix elements of  Kuo and Brown 27), which were derived from 
realistic forces with corrections appropriate to a +°Ca core. Use of the empirical 
matrix elements of  Ern6 2s) or Dieperink and Brussaard 29), or the interaction of 
Zamick 25) for the diagonal elements, would result in little change. 
The mixing of the two-hole and 2p-4h states is largel~ determined by the matrix 
element ( d ~ J  = 0lVIf~J = 0).  Gerace and Green 26) adopt  a value of 3.1 MeV 
for this quantity and Kuo and Brown aT) give a value of 2.6 MeV. However, these 
values would result in a 0+-0~ " splitting of over 5 MeV. We have therefore used the 
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value of 1.6 MeV given by the Kallio-Kolltveit potential using the relative coordinate 
matrix elements of Zamick and Mavromatis quoted by Bertsch 30). 
The resulting energy levels are given in fig. 8, where we have used the two-hole 
matrix elements generated by the Yukawa potential. The spectroscopic factors and 
the intensities of the core-excited states are listed at the right in table 5. The spec- 
troscopic factors of the 2~" and 2+ states are somewhat larger than the experimental 
numbers for the 3.94 and 4.57 MeV levels, in roughly the same proportion. Also 
it would be desirable to increase the value of C2So for the 2 + level (at the expense of 
the 2~-) if we are to identify it with the 5.16 MeV level. This level definitely has 
J~ = 2 + since it is also observed in the 4°Ar(p, t)3SAr reaction 31), indicating natural 
parity. The level at 5.56 MeV remains as the best candidate for the two-hole 1 ~ level. 
In order to estimate the effect of core excitation in 39 K on the spectroscopicfactors 
for the 0 + and 2 + states, a state of the form 
f 2 d - 3  
T = I  r=~- r = t  
was allowed to mix into the 39K ground state. The result is about 12 ~o mixing, with 
appreciable changes in the spectroscopic factors only for the 2+ level (C2S2 = 0.15 
instead of 0.32) and the 2~" level (C2S0 = 0.66 instead of 0.80). Also C2S2 for the 0~" 
is reduced from 0.03 to 0.00. These changes all improve agreement between theory 
and experiment. 
For the ~ transitions given in table 6 we have used a neutron effective charge e, 
of  unity and a proton effective charge ep of 1.5, which Geraee and Green found 
reasonable 26). A value of one for ep was also tried and this seems to give somewhat 
better results. Reduction of the neutron effective charge is not indicated since it would 
reduce the 2 + ~ 0~ + B(E2) further below the experimental value. The use of a value 
of  en larger than (e v -  1) has some theoretical justification 32, 33). 
The agreement between experiment and theory for the 2~- --, 2~" transition has 
been improved relative to the two-hole calculation. The branching ratio for this 
transition has been taken to be < 4 ~ from the work of Engelbertink et al. 34), 
although R6pke et al. 3 s) find a somewhat larger branch of 10__+ 5 ~ .  Taking the latter 
value would improve the agreement between theory and experiment. Comparing 
the decay of the 2~ to that of the 4.57 MeV level, we find too large a B(E2) to the 
ground state and also too large a B(M1) for the transition to the 2+. However, 
Engelbertink et aL 34) find that the 4.57 MeV level is fed by the 4- ,  T = 2 level at 
11.93 MeV. The corresponding 4-  level in 3sCl has been assigned to the (f~)(dt)-3 
configuration 23.28), so that a transition from the 11.93 MeV level to our 2~- would be 
expected to proceed only through the small (d~)-2 component. We would therefore 
expect the M2 transition to be uafavored, yet the measured width gives IMI 2 = 29 
W.u. Thus it seems possible that there are two levels at approximately this energy, one 
with the J~ = (2-)  assignment of ref. 34) and the other with J~ = (1, 2) + found 
here. Confirmation of a level at 4.57 MeV with positive parity is provided by the 
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a7CI(aHe, d)a8Ar reaction 24). The excitation energy of this level is given in ref. 24) 
as 4.566 + 0.008 MeV, in good agreement with the value 4.569 + 0.010 MeV measured 
in the present (d, 3He) experiment. We also note that a level at approximately this 
energy is strongly excited in the 4°Ar(p, t)3aAr reaction 31), indicating natural parity. 
Since the nearby 5 -  is expected to be populated weakly, this would appear to argue 
4 > 
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- I '  
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4 3  
5/2 + 




3 / 2 *  
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- 5 / 2  + 
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3TCI 
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3 /2  + 
Y U K A W A  
Fig. 9. Comparison of the experimentally determined levels of 37C1 with the results of the three-hole 
calculations. The vertical scale represents the absolute interaction energies, i .e. ,  the ground state 
energy is 3[B.E.(aaK)-B.E.(4°Ca)] -[B.E.(aTC1)-B.E.(4°Ca)]. 
in favour of our suggestion of 2 + and would certainly exclude (2- ) .  The decay 
properties of the 5.36 MeV 2+(1 +) level 3s), not observed in the present experiment, 
would not be consistent with those of the 2~-, which is expected to decay largely by 
M1 radiation to the 2~" and 2~" levels. 
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5.4. THE STRUCTURE OF aTC1 AND a~S 
The three-hole spectrum o f  37C1 is compared  with experiment x, a6) in fig. 9 and 
the results seem to be quite reasonable. I t  is interesting to note that  Glaudemans  
TABLE 7 
Configuration intensities for levels in aTC1 and 36S 
aTcl 
J,, d 2 s 'l d;1 s '2 d '2 d;1 (% s 0 - 2  .) (% sp-ld  2 
a6 S 
½~ 91 1 4 4 
~ 9l 1 3 1 1 4 
~ 1 18 77 0 3 1 
~ 3 70 20 0 6 0 
~ 92 1 7 1 
~ 1 91 b) 95 2 
~ 94 95 5 
~ 97 99 1 
+ 84 7 0 9 01 
+ 8 86 1 6 02 
+ 88 0 9 3 11 
2~ 82 7 0 7 4 
2~ 7 88 0 2 2 
23 0 1 70 87 10 
+ 
31 89 95 4 
4~ 91 94 3 
a) Includes preceding column. 
b) Mostly seniority 1. 
e t  al.  17) predict  the ] ~  and 3 + much  higher at 4.9 and 6.4 MeV excitation energy. 
The intensities o f  the configurations present in the low-lying states o f  37C1 and 36S 
are given in table 7 for the Yukawa  case. For  the Kuo  case the results are very similar, 
apar t  f rom the ½~ and ~ "  states, which have the percentages o f  ( d t ) - 2 ( s t )  -1 and 
(d~ ) - l ( s , )  -2  reversed. The difference is due mainly to  the diagonal  (d t ) (s , )  matrix 
element for J = 1, which is more  repulsive in the Yukawa  case. 
The four-hole spectrum of  a6S is compared  with experiment in fig. 10 and the 
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spectroscopic factors are given in table 8. The ground state is somewhat overbound 
in the Kuo case and underbound with the Yukawa interaction. The predicted spec- 
troscopic factor agrees quite well with experiment. The 0 + and 2 + levels at 2.0 and 
2.9 MeV excitation energy were not observed in the present experiment and presum- 
ably correspond to core-excited states. Using the methods of  subsect. 5.3 the lowest such 
9 -  
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3 .  
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; 4 . 5 8  0 , 2 )  ÷ 
4.5Z ( I , 2 }  ÷ 2 ÷ 
4 .20  
3 .30 2 ÷ 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the experimentally determined levels of 3~S with the results of  the four=hole 
calculations. The vertical scale represents the absolute interaction energies, i .e.,  the ground state 
energy is 4[B.E.(39K)-B.E.(4°Ca)] - [B.E.(~6S)-B.E.(4°Ca)]. 
state is expected to be a 0 +, 2p-6h state with both the particles and holes coupled to 
T -- 1. This fits in nicely with the observation of these levels in the 34S(t, p)S~S 
reaction 1). The theoretical weak-coupling estimate of the energy is 3.5 MeV, which is 
rather high. Ern6 2s) has calculated a similar value. There is another 0 + level at 
3.36 MeV which is seen in the (t, p) but not the (d, aHe) reaction. We have tentatively 
identified this with the theoretical 0 +, which has a small value of C2S. 
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TABLE 8 
Comparison of experimental and theoretical spectroscopic factors for the ~Cl(d, aI-Ie)S6S reaction 
Experiment ". b) Theory 
Level C~ So Cz Sz J~ C~ So C~ Sa 
G.S., 0 + 
2.00, 0 ÷ 
2.89, 2 + <0.01 
3.30, 2 + o) 0.86 
3.36, 0 + 
4.20 b) 
4.52(1, 2) + 0.75 









01 + 0 0.90 
2 t 1.o  o.oo 
02 + 0 0.03 
+ 0.68 0.02 11 
2 + 0.04 0.09 
+ 
4 t 0 2.12 
+ 2 a 0.00 0.96 
+ 
31 0 1.59 
a) Present work.  
b) Ref. 1). 
c) See text. 
The level at about  3.30 MeV is identified in this experiment as (1, 2) + and the (t, p) 
work of Hinds and Middleton (see ref. 1)), indicates that it has natural parity. This 
establishes a J~ of 2 +, and we identify it with the theoretical 2 +, although the spec- 
troscopic factor is somewhat smaller than theory predicts. The only other large value 
of C2So occurs for the lower member  of the doublet at ~ 4.5 MeV, which presumably 
should be identified with the 1 +. The predicted value of  C2So for this level is then in 
good agreement with experiment. The identity of  the upper member  of  the doublet 
is not clear, since the C2So is much larger than that predicted for the 22+. However 
the sum of C2So values for the states at 3.295 and 4.577 MeV corresponds closely 
to the sum predicted for the 2 + and 2 + levels and it may be that the inclusion of core- 
excited states would alter the distribution of strength. It  may also be important  to 
include such states in computing the excitation energies, since neither of  our inter- 
+ 
actions gives a good fit. The Yukawa interaction gives the better result for the 11 
energy due to the diagonal (d~)(s~)s= 1 matrix element, which has the value 1.4 MeV 
compared to 0.2 MeV for the Kuo case. Thus it appears that stronger repulsion in 
triplet-odd states is needed at the end of the 2s - ld  shell, although we have probably 
overestimated this somewhat. Glaudemans et al. 17) take a value of  1.8 MeV for 
this matrix element and consequently predict the 1 + state at 5.8 MeV. Note that  if 
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we modify the matrix element to fit the probable 1 ~- in 3SAr, the 1 + in 36S lies too low. 
The levels at 6.511 and 7.12 MeV are observed in this experiment by l = 2 transfer. 
Since the d~ strength is exhausted by the ground state transition, the only other 
candidates for appreciable l = 2 strengths are the states with large fractions of the 
(d~)-a(d~) - t  configuration. As was the case for the 7.14 MeV level in 3SAr, 
the experimental C2S2 values are much less than predicted for the d~ hole states, 
presumably because the strength is fragmented into many levels which were not 
detected. 
6. Summary 
The 37C1(d, 3He)36S and 39K(d, 3He)3SAr reactions have been used to investigate 
2s- ld  hole states in 36S and 3SAr. The spectroscopic factors for the transitions to the 
ground state and first excited 2 + state of  3SAr are in agreement with theoretical 
predictions describing these states as formed by two holes in the 4°Ca core. However, 
four strong l = 0 transitions are observed to (1, 2) + levels at 3.935, 4.569, 5.158 and 
5.563 MeV in 3SAt, while only two transitions with appreciable l = 0 strength would 
be expected on the basis of the two-hole model. When 2p-4h excitations of the 4°Ca 
core are considered, the data suggest that the 3.935 and 4.569 MeV levels are largely 
2p-4h and two-hole respectively, both with J~ = 2 +, and that the 5.563 MeV level 
corresponds to the 1 + member of the (dg)-l(s~r ) -  j configuration. Since the level at 
5.158 MeV is clearly seen in the 4°Ar(p, t)3SAr reaction 31), it must have natural 
parity and hence J~ = 2 + is established. 
The transition to the ground state of 36S is observed with a value of C2S2(dg) 
in reasonable accord with the predictions of a four-hole model. Three l = 0 transitions 
have been identified leading to levels at 3.295, 4.523, and 4.577 MeV in a6s, which 
can therefore be assigned (1, 2)+. The level at 3.295 MeV corresponds to the (2 +, 3 - )  
level reported 1) at 3.304 MeV from the 34S(t, p)36S reaction. An assignment of 
J ~ =  2 + for this level is therefore established. The spectroscopic factor for the 
4.523 MeV level is then in accord with theoretical predictions for a 1 + state belonging 
largely to the (d~)-a(s~) -1 configuration. The 4.577 MeV level may have J~ = 2 +, 
but the spectroscopic factor is larger than theory suggests. 
Some l - - 2  strength has been observed leading to levels at about 7 MeV ex- 
citation energy in 36S and 3SAr, but the spectroscopic factors are smaller than those 
calculated for states with mainly one d~ hole. This probably indicates that such states 
are fragmented along several levels but does suggest that a d~-d~ splitting as large as 
7.5 MeV is required. 
The authors are indebted to Professor K. T. Hecht for many valuable discussions 
and to Dr. J. C. Hardy for communicating to us prior to publication his results 
from the 4°Ar(p, t)aSAr reaction. The use of computer codes written by Dr. T. Enge- 
land is gratefully acknowledged. We are grateful to Professor P. D. Kunz for making 
the code D W U C K  available to use and to K. A. Erb for making modifications 
needed to allow use of the code with the IBM 360 computer. We also wish to thank 
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H. Grunde r  for per forming the spec t rophotometr ic  analysis o f  the potass ium target  
material .  
Note added inproof:  F o r  the 3SAt 2.17 2 + to g.s. 0 + ~, t ransi t ion we have quoted  
a B(E2)  o f  25___ 4 e a .  fm 4 derived f rom the results o f  Grawe  and Lieb ment ioned  in 
ref. 23). A recent  publ ica t ion  by these authors  37) leads to a larger B(E2)  value o f  
40 _ 10 e a" fm 4. This is in substantial  d isagreement  with the l imit  B(E2) _~ 17 e 2- fm ~, 
derived f rom ref. x) and hence it seems difficult to draw any firm conclusions regard-  
ing this transit ion.  
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